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Overview                                                              
At the Advancing a Healthier Wisconsin Endowment (AHW), we are driven by a vision for a healthier Wisconsin. As 
a statewide health improvement philanthropy, we seek to propel the most promising work and ideas to improve 
health and advance health equity in Wisconsin today, and for generations to come. We do that by investing in 
high-impact, promising work; connecting people, research, and academic medicine to break down silos and build 
up relationships across sectors and communities; and influencing how ideas and knowledge can become action to 
inform programs, policies, and practices.  
 
We focus our work to advance three health priorities in Wisconsin: improving heart health, supporting healthy 
minds, and dismantling cancer. Alongside these issues, we aim to accelerate innovation, collaboration, and impact 
by responding to research- and community-identified needs. (Learn more about our story, how we work, and our 
focus areas.) 
 
The AHW Research and Education Advisory Committee (REAC) provides oversight for AHW’s investments and 
support of MCW biomedical and population health research, as well as programs to enhance education 
opportunities for the health care and public health workforce. All final funding determinations are made by the 
MCW Board of Trustees. Decisions made by AHW and/or its oversight bodies are binding and appeals will not be 
considered. 

AHW is committed to continuous quality improvement. AHW’s processes, policies, practices, and forms are 
regularly reviewed, and enhancements are implemented on an ongoing basis consistent with the 
recommendations of its leadership and oversight bodies. All applicable and up-to-date award management 
materials will be available in the AHW Grant Management System. 

Funding Details 
Description  
AHW’s Research and Education Advisory Committee (REAC)-Initiated Investments are opportunities to advance 
efforts to enhance understanding, fill knowledge gaps, and contribute towards advancing Wisconsin to be the 
healthiest state in the nation. This strategic funding mechanism aims to support efforts to drive innovative 
advancements in education and research aligned with AHW focus areas, leading determinants impacting health, 
and MCW School of Medicine priorities.  

Award Types 
• Primary Awards: Projects funded directly by AHW as an award to an MCW School of Medicine eligible 

faculty member. These awards are reviewed and approved by the AHW Research and Education Advisory 
Committee (REAC), with final funding determination made by the MCW Board of Trustees. 

• Parent Awards: Projects funded directly by AHW as an award to an MCW School of eligible faculty 
member that will be used (either fully or in part) to distribute sub-awards. Examples of sub-awards 

https://ahwendowment.org/AHW/Who-We-Are/Our-Story.htm
https://ahwendowment.org/AHW/What-We-Do/How-We-Work.htm
https://ahwendowment.org/AHW/What-We-Do/Our-Focus.htm
https://ahwendowment.org/AHW/What-We-Do/Our-Focus.htm
https://ahwendowment.force.com/s/login/?ec=302&startURL=%2Fs%2F
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include pilot or seed projects and faculty recruitment awards. These awards are reviewed and approved 
by the AHW Research and Education Advisory Committee (REAC), with final funding determination made 
by the MCW Board of Trustees. 

• Sub-Awards: Projects funded indirectly by AHW, through a parent award, that contribute to the specific 
aims of the parent award. 

Eligibility 
All REAC-initiated projects require an MCW Principal Investigator (PI). The PI must be a full-time or full 
professional effort faculty member with a primary appointment in the MCW School of Medicine. The PI will be 
responsible for compliance with fiduciary and reporting requirements as well as ensuring that all project partners 
receive communications, notifications, and instructions from AHW.  

Co-Investigators and Collaborators may include faculty, staff, students, or other personnel at MCW or at 
institutions outside of MCW. 

Award Initiation 
Following approval of a REAC-initiated full proposal, the MCW Controller’s Office will issue an award number 
following notification of award activation and institutional approval for the use of human subjects or laboratory 
animals. In order for that to occur: 

1. The final proposal must pass supplanting review 
2. The proposal must be submitted and approved in eBridge 
3. Institutional approvals, including Institutional Review Board (IRB) and Institutional Animal Care and Use 

Committee (IACUC) protocols if applicable, must be documented in the funding proposal in eBridge 

Pre-award accounts are not allowed for AHW-funded awards. 

Upon funding approval, the PI and/or any additional lead faculty and staff with administrative responsibility on 
the award must attend an orientation session with AHW to discuss financial compliance and reporting 
requirements. 

Human and Animal Subject Research Protection 
AHW funding is contingent upon institutional approvals for the use of human subjects or laboratory animals. 
Awards funded by AHW must ensure that human and animal participants are protected during the collection of 
information from award participants and/or the publication or dissemination of award results. 

The MCW PI of an AHW-funded award is expected to: 

• Ensure appropriate training and ongoing education necessary to protect the rights and welfare of human 
participants before and during the award, including maintaining compliance with all human subject 
policies, regulations, and reporting requirements. 
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• Obtain Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval through a Human Research Protection Program at MCW, 
Froedtert Health, the Veterans Administration, or Children’s Wisconsin prior to the award commencing. 
Each institution has an Institutional Review Board that evaluates awards for compliance with applicable 
human subject laws and regulations. 

• Be accountable for conforming to the basic regulations and policies governing animals at MCW. Obtain 
approval through Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) prior to the award commencing. 

• Receive documentation of IRB and/or IACUC review and approval prior to the IRB- or IACUC-related 
portion of an award commencing. 

All applicable IRB and IACUC protocols must be linked to the funding proposal in the MCW eBridge system 
(eBridge), which allows MCW researchers to submit, track, report, and archive research activities involving human 
and animal research conducted at MCW.  

For further information regarding IRB and IACUC submissions through eBridge, visit: http://ebridge.mcw.edu.  

Funding Contingencies 
AHW awards may be granted contingent upon acceptance by the PI for a reduced or amended duration, budget, 
or scope of work from that proposed in the application. In such cases, the award will be established only after 
submission and approval of a revised application.  

Code of Conduct 
The Medical College of Wisconsin strives for excellence in the services we provide and the spirit in which we 
provide them. MCW is dedicated to meeting the highest standards as we treat our patients, conduct research, 
train the next generation of health care providers, and engage with the community to improve health. To help us 
meet and maintain these high standards, MCW has established a Code of Conduct (Code). This code is intended 
to provide an honest, clear and transparent description of what we believe in, how we conduct our activities 
and what we expect of all MCW trustees, faculty, staff, trainees and students. The Code includes five broad 
categories of principles: (1) Acting with Integrity and Respect, (2) Excelling in our Missions, (3) Safeguarding Our 
People, Resources and Information, (4) Embracing Business Ethics, (5) Interacting Appropriately with Third 
Parties. We expect all AHW grantees and partners to adhere by the MCW Code of Conduct as they execute the 
work of the Advancing a Healthier Wisconsin Endowment. The full Code of Conduct can be found on the MCW 
website at: https://www.mcw.edu/about-mcw/non-discrimination-notice  

Non-Discrimination 
The Medical College of Wisconsin offers all its educational programs and services, including admissions, and all 
employment opportunities, conditions and benefits, including recruitment, selection, promotion, pay, use of 
facilities, and retirement, without discrimination, as defined by applicable federal and state laws, executive 
regulations and orders. MCW is committed to the principle of equal opportunity in education and employment. 
MCW does not discriminate against individuals on the basis of age, race, creed, religion, color, disability, marital 

http://ebridge.mcw.edu/
https://www.mcw.edu/about-mcw/non-discrimination-notice
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status, sex, national origin, ancestry, sexual orientation, gender identity, arrest record, conviction record, 
membership in the national guard, state defense force or any other reserve component of the military forces of 
the United States or the State of Wisconsin or use or nonuse of lawful products off MCW’s premises during 
nonworking hours in the administration of its educational policies, admissions policies, employment policies, 
scholarship and loan programs, and other MCW administered programs and activities, but may favor Wisconsin 
residents in admissions. All communications and questions concerning this policy should be directed to the Vice 
President of Human Resources. 

Financial Compliance 
AHW funds may only be used for direct costs necessary to carry out the approved award-specific project aims and 
objectives. 

Supplanting Criteria 
AHW was established by MCW as the result of a generous financial gift made by Blue Cross & Blue Shield United 
of Wisconsin to the people of Wisconsin, giving AHW the extraordinary responsibility to steward this financial gift 
on behalf of Wisconsin residents. As such, AHW adheres to requirements as defined in a March 28, 2000 Order of 
the Commissioner of Insurance which requires that AHW funds (the Funds) “may not be used to supplant funds or 
resources otherwise available.” AHW, via MCW, must report annually on its determination that the Funds do not 
supplant other resources that may be available to accomplish the same purposes.  

All PIs, Co-Is, MCW academic partners, and primary community partner organizations of AHW-funded awards 
must certify that no financial resources are supplanted and provide a complete listing of current funding sources 
for the project or other similar projects. Any proposed changes to the award budget are susceptible to additional 
supplanting review prior to approval for incurring any additional costs with AHW funds.  

If a PI of an AHW award receives a new grant that is for the same or similar work as that of the AHW grant, the PI 
should notify AHW and a supplanting review will be conducted to determine whether the new funding is 
supplanting or leveraging the AHW grant. If it is determined that supplanting exists, the affected portion of the 
AHW funding will either be rescinded or reallocated, in accordance with MCW Corporate Policy BF.SP.060. 

Allowable and Unallowable Expenses 
Only direct costs associated with approved specific aims and objectives may be funded by AHW. Direct costs 
should be identified in the approved proposal. Costs that have NOT been identified and approved through the 
application process should be requested as a re-budget PRIOR to being incurred. Please see the Award Changes 
section of this manual for additional details. 

AHW funds may not be used for:  

• Projects conducted outside of Wisconsin 
• Indirect costs such as ongoing operating expenses for routine functions and principal programs 
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• Debt reduction 
• Entertainment or alcoholic beverages 
• Faculty recruitment expenses 
• Lobbying 
• Reimbursement solely for patient care or clinical service delivery 
• Publishing fees to benefit education or research in general 
• Implementation expenses of educational programs, such as teaching and advising expenses once 

educational programs begin to matriculate students 
• Stipends 
• Supplanting 

The determination of whether a cost is direct or indirect is based on the ability to specifically associate the cost 
with the award, rather than on the nature of the goods or services. View a complete list of Allowable and 
Unallowable Costs on the AHW website and in the AHW Grant Management System. 

Timing 
Costs directly related to the approved award must be purchased during the award period, and purchased item(s) 
must be allocable and/or consumable during the award period. Items that are not consumed within the award 
period should be allocated to another funding source. This includes, but is not limited to, publications costs and 
services/maintenance agreements that extend beyond the award period.  

Personnel Costs 
All personnel supported by the AHW award must be justified and specific roles outlined in the budget 
justification. 

Project personnel salaries are subject to the applicable NIH salary cap at the time of the project start date. NIH 
salary cap information can be found on the NIH website at 
http://grants.nih.gov/grants/policy/salcap_summary.htm.  

AHW REAC-initiated awards/projects should not fund relatives/significant other of the PI unless the PI can provide 
a written justification for how the relative’s scientific or technical expertise is required to complete the 
award/project’s aims. The PI should provide this written justification to AHW at the time of application or project 
(personnel) change and indicate whether or not an evaluative relationship exists between the PI and relative.  

• In instances where there is no evaluative relationship between the PI and relative, the AHW Director will 
review the request and issue a determination.  

• In instances where an evaluative relationship is identified between the PI and relative, the PI must also 
submit an accompanying management plan, as described in MCW Policy HR.EE.110. The AHW REAC will 
review the request and management plan and issue a determination. 

https://ahwendowment.org/AHW1/Partner-Portal/REP-Documents/REPDoc_DirectIndirectandUnallowableCo.pdf
https://ahwendowment.org/AHW1/Partner-Portal/REP-Documents/REPDoc_DirectIndirectandUnallowableCo.pdf
https://ahwendowment.force.com/s/login/?ec=302&startURL=%2Fs%2F
http://grants.nih.gov/grants/policy/salcap_summary.htm
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Cost Sharing 
AHW funds may not be used to cost share effort on another project or any other work. AHW funds may only 
support personnel for their direct effort related to approved aims and objectives on AHW awards.  

PIs, Co-Investigators, and Mentors who provide effort on an AHW award are subject to MCW Cost-Sharing 
Policies. For further information, please see the Cost-Sharing Policy within MCW’s Corporate Policies and 
Procedures for Business and Finance on Infoscope. 

Financial Conditions 
The amount awarded is the maximum funding available from AHW for the funded award. AHW reserves the right 
to reduce unspent funding and/or funding duration, if needed, to comply with state and/or federal law (including 
but not limited to law governing endowment fund management), or to address financial constraints which 
negatively impact AHW. 

Audit 
All AHW funds are restricted pursuant to the terms of the Order of the Commissioner of Insurance. AHW, and the 
awards funded through AHW, are highly scrutinized and are subject to public accountability standards. A program 
and financial audit is required of AHW on behalf of the State of Wisconsin at least every five years. This audit is a 
requirement by the Order of the Commissioner of Insurance dated March 28, 2000. All AHW-funded projects that 
are active, partially or in whole, during the audit period are eligible for selection for audit. 

MCW Strategic Investment Initiative Funds 
All AHW REAC-Initiated awards and other REAC approved funding are included in the MCW Strategic Investment 
Initiative. For more information on the MCW Strategic Investment Initiative and how this may impact your award, 
please visit: https://infoscope.mcw.edu/Accounting-Financial-Reporting/FAQs/Strategic-Investments.htm  

Project Changes 
It is crucial that PIs regularly review their AHW award budgets and spending reports and work with AHW to 
manage their funded awards proactively. 

Change Requests 
All award changes must be approved by AHW PRIOR to implementing any changes unless extenuating 
circumstances are approved by AHW. The MCW PI is responsible for ensuring that an amended approval of the 
IRB, Biosafety Committee, or IACUC, as appropriate, is obtained. No programmatic changes, including scope 
changes, PI changes, or significant budget changes, can occur within the final 30 days of the award period, unless 
approved in writing by AHW.  

http://infoscope.mcw.edu/SponsoredProgramsAndAR/PoliciesAndProcedures/CostSharingPolicy.htm
https://infoscope.mcw.edu/Accounting-Financial-Reporting/FAQs/Strategic-Investments.htm
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To request a change to an award, PIs should complete and submit a Change Request Form in the AHW Grant 
Management System PRIOR to implementing any changes. PIs are responsible for responding to AHW requests 
for additional or missing information or documentation in a timely fashion. The information provided will be 
reviewed by AHW and the MCW Controller’s Office for appropriateness of the change, effect on the overall 
award, alignment with the original award-specific aims, and supplanting.  

For sub-awards and their parent awards, please see the Sub-Award Change Requests section of this manual for 
instructions for sub-award PIs on how to submit a change request and instructions for parent award PIs on 
managing sub-award change requests. 

Personnel Changes 
Changes involving award personnel are requested by completing and submitting a Change Request Form in the 
AHW Grant Management System. The addition or change of any PI or Co-I on the project will also require the 
submission of a Non-Supplanting Attestation Form and is subject to a successful non-supplanting review by the 
MCW Controller’s Office. 

A determination will be provided to the PI from AHW once a decision has been made. Approved changes may be 
implemented ONLY AFTER approval from AHW has been obtained. 

Examples of when to complete a Change Request Form include: 

• When there is a change in the percent effort of award personnel (i.e. from 40% to 30% FTE) 
• When there is a change in award PI (all PI changes for Primary and Parent awards are subject to review 

and approval by the REAC on a case-by-case basis) 
• When award personnel withdraw from the award, resign from MCW, take a leave of absence, or are not 

involved in the day-to-day operations of the award for longer than 30 consecutive days 
• When award personnel are removed from or added to the award 

Budget Changes 
Budget changes, or re-budgeting between major budget categories (salaries, supplies, travel, etc.), should be 
requested in advance of the anticipated change by completing and submitting a Change Request Form in the 
AHW Grant Management System. AHW, in partnership with the MCW Controller’s Office, reviews all budget 
change requests. A determination will be provided to the PI from AHW once a decision has been made. Changes 
may be implemented ONLY AFTER approval from AHW has been obtained.   

Re-budget requests should adhere to the original budget guidelines, include a detailed justification, and be 
evaluated for supplanting. Line items for which expenses have been incurred should not be deleted from the 
budget. Any new budget line(s), or the suspension of an approved item, must be explained in the budget table 
and justification sections of the Change Request Form. Revisions to personnel line items may also impact fringe 
benefits, therefore, PIs should plan accordingly. 

https://ahwendowment.force.com/s/login/?ec=302&startURL=%2Fs%2F
https://ahwendowment.force.com/s/login/?ec=302&startURL=%2Fs%2F
https://ahwendowment.force.com/s/login/?ec=302&startURL=%2Fs%2F
https://ahwendowment.force.com/s/login/?ec=302&startURL=%2Fs%2F
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Scope of Work Changes 
It is expected that PIs will work toward achieving the specific aims as stated in the original approved proposal. Any 
change to the specific aims of an award should be requested in advance of implementation by submitting a 
Change Request Form in the AHW Grant Management System. All scope of work changes for Primary and Parent 
awards are subject to review and approval on a case-by-case basis. AHW will provide a determination to the PI 
once a decision has been made. Adaptations to award work may be implemented ONLY AFTER approval from 
AHW has been obtained. PIs should detail and highlight these adaptations in all progress reports following 
implementation of the approved change.  

In contrast, AHW recognizes that award objectives and activities may change in response to findings and 
discoveries over the course of an award. While no formal change request is required for objective/activity 
changes, it is expected that any such changes are documented through the annual progress reporting process.  

Fiscal Year Carry-Forward and Carry-Back of Unexpended Funds  
Multiple-year awards should monitor budgets regularly to ensure that spending is aligned with projected work. To 
adequately monitor and budget the carryover of unexpended funds, the PI should work with their appropriate 
MCW department/center administrator to review the most current financial reports and reconcile against 
outstanding invoices at the end of each fiscal year.  

As part of MCW’s annual budget process, all AHW REAC-Initiated awards and other REAC-approved funding are 
considered a part of the MCW Strategic Investment Initiative and are subject to the same procedures. Award 
budgets are entered into Oracle every fiscal year based upon the annual budget provided to the MCW Budget 
Office. As long as the carryover of funds are included in the new fiscal year budget provided to the Budget Office 
and the amount does not exceed the total approved amount of funding available, the unexpended funds will be 
carried over as a normal year-end process. If the unexpended funds are not included as part of the annual budget 
provided to the Budget Office, the PI may request to carryover the unexpended funds by completing and 
submitting an AHW Change Request Form in the AHW Grant Management System. 

Projects may carry forward all available funds into future fiscal years. Requests to carry backward funds from 
future fiscal years will be reviewed by AHW on a case-by-case basis. 

Carry forward requests will not be accepted and/or reviewed during the month of June. 

Performance Period Guidelines 
AHW REAC-Initiated awards should begin no later than six months after the approved award start date. If an AHW 
REAC-Initiated award has no activity (determined by expenditures against award balance) for six consecutive 
months from the award start date, the PI should notify AHW and submit a rationale outlining the circumstances 
that prevented the project from beginning work, as well as an indication of whether it is still feasible for the 
project to be accomplished within the approved timeframe. Rationales may be subject to review and approval on 
a case-by-case basis. AHW will issue a determination that may result in an altered award period or rescission of 
funding. 

https://ahwendowment.force.com/s/login/?ec=302&startURL=%2Fs%2F
https://ahwendowment.force.com/s/login/?ec=302&startURL=%2Fs%2F
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If an award continues to have no activity one year after the original award start date, AHW may rescind the 
funding commitment due to failure to execute sufficient progress towards the approved specific aims and 
objectives.  

If a PI completes their approved specific aims and objectives prior to the approved award end date, they should 
notify AHW and the unused funds will be returned to the AHW Endowment or parent award, as appropriate.  

No-Cost Extensions  
AHW REAC-initiated awards not expecting to complete their approved aims prior to the approved end-date may 
apply for up to a 12-month no-cost extension and use of unexpended funds. No additional funds will be obligated 
by AHW. Requests for a second no-cost extension period will only be considered under exceptional 
circumstances.   

No-cost extension requests may be submitted to AHW up to, and including, 30 days prior to the last day of the 
approved award/project end date. Extension requests submitted after 30 days before the end date will not be 
considered.  

Requests for no-cost extensions must include a justification for why additional time is needed to ensure adequate 
completion of the originally approved project, how the additional time will be used to complete the work, and 
how the remaining funds will be used. The fact that unexpended funds remain at the approved end date is not a 
sufficient justification for a no-cost extension request. 

For primary and parent awards, no-cost extension requests are reviewed monthly. For sub-awards, no-cost 
extension requests are initially reviewed and approved by the parent award PI and then reviewed by AHW. In 
addition to the No-Cost Extension Request Form, the original approved award proposal, annual progress reports, 
and other award documentation may be reviewed when making a determination. 

For sub-awards and their parent awards, please see the Sub-Award No-Cost Extension Requests section of this 
manual for instructions for sub-award PIs on how to submit a no-cost extension request and instructions for 
parent award PIs on managing sub-award no-cost extension requests. 

Transfer of Equipment 
Equipment purchased with AHW funds should be retained by MCW and should not be transferred to another 
institution. However, in special circumstances, when it is not considered beneficial to MCW and AHW to retain 
AHW-funded equipment due to depreciation or other reasons, AHW may consider such cases and allow for the 
possible donation or selling of items directly to other agencies within the state of Wisconsin. Such transfers must 
follow the requirements of MCW corporate policy to ensure any intellectual proprietary or identifying information 
is removed, among other considerations.  

An MCW faculty member interested in transferring AHW-funded equipment should submit a request, in writing, 
to AHW. The request for equipment transfer will be evaluated by the AHW Director, the Dean of the School of 
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Medicine, and the faculty member’s department chair. The Dean of the School of Medicine will determine 
whether the equipment should be allowed to be transferred, purchased, or donated.   

Reporting Requirements 
There are multiple means used to communicate award progress between AHW and the funded PI, including but 
not limited to direct communication, annual progress reports, and final reports. AHW uses the information that 
PIs provide through reporting to monitor progress and prepare public communication pieces. These public 
communication pieces will be used to demonstrate the benefit derived from AHW funding to improving the 
health of Wisconsin residents. As such, PIs are advised to use lay-friendly language when completing reports. 

Progress Reports 
Primary and parent awards are required to submit annual progress reports throughout the duration of funding. 
The REAC-initiated award reporting period aligns with the MCW fiscal year and is defined as July 1 through June 
30. Primary and parent awards will receive progress report materials from AHW at the end of each applicable 
reporting period (end of the fiscal year). Progress reports for primary awards are due one month following the 
completion of each fiscal year period, or no later than July 31. Due to the additional reporting requirements for 
parent awards, progress reports for parent awards are due two months following the completion of each fiscal 
year, or no later than August 31. Projects that do not anticipate completing progress report materials within the 
expected timeframe should notify AHW to request an extension.  

Primary or parent awards that begin within the last quarter of the fiscal year (April-June) are not required to 
submit a progress report for the first three months of the award. The PI of an award beginning within the last 
quarter of the fiscal year will report on progress in the following year’s annual progress report. For example, 
awards beginning April 1, 2020 would not report progress until the FY21 annual progress report period, which 
would cover the 15-month period of April 1, 2020 through June 30, 2021. 

Annual progress reports should be submitted electronically via the AHW Grant Management System. Failure to 
complete and submit annual progress reports may result in the suspension or termination of the project and/or 
ineligibility for future AHW funding. 

Sub-award reporting materials are accessible through the Library of the AHW Grant Management System. Please 
see the Sub-Award Progress Reporting section of this manual for additional details. 

Project Check-Ins 
Annually throughout the project, primary and parent awards with start dates of January 1, 2020 or later are 
expected to participate in a check-in meeting with their AHW Program Manager. The purpose of the check-in 
meeting is to share interim progress updates, identify successes and challenges in implementing the project, and 
address any questions or concerns that arise. When practical and appropriate, in-person check-ins are preferred.  

https://ahwendowment.force.com/s/login/?ec=302&startURL=%2Fs%2F
https://ahwendowment.force.com/s/login/?ec=302&startURL=%2Fs%2F
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Final Report 
Primary and parent awards will receive individualized final report materials from AHW at the end of their award. 
Final reports for primary and parent awards are due no later than two months after the award period ends or 
after receiving the final report materials from AHW, if later than the award end date. Projects that do not 
anticipate completing progress report materials within the expected timeframe should notify AHW to request an 
extension. 

Final reports should be submitted electronically via the AHW Grant Management System. Failure to complete and 
submit a final report may result in ineligibility for future AHW funding. 

Additional Requirements 
Funded investigators may be asked to participate in supplementary engagement activities which may include 
participation on AHW review panels, programs and initiatives, public presentations, network events, peer-to-peer 
feedback sessions, trainings, and dissemination events, among others. 

PIs are expected to be responsive to requests for information on continued progress related to the original AHW 
funded award, sustainability of the project and/or collaborative project team, and other developments beyond 
the award period. 

Open Records Requests 
Funded PIs should be aware of AHW open records policies and their implications. The oversight of AHW is carried 
out by two major governance committees: the MCW Consortium on Public and Community Health (Consortium) 
and the AHW Research and Education Advisory Committee (REAC). The Consortium, as required by the Order of 
the Commissioner of Insurance, must adhere to Wisconsin law regarding public meetings and records. As such, 
information submitted to AHW could be subject to open records requests.  

Summary information regarding AHW-funded awards will be available for public review via the AHW website. This 
information may include award-specific information, such as the funded partners name, award title, award 
amount, award duration, brief goal statement or project narrative, and summary of progress toward award-
specific aims and objectives. 

With respect to requests for information on applicants and unfunded proposals, detailed information regarding 
applicants, such as lists of community and academic partners and proposal-related information, will not be listed 
but may be made available through an open records request. 

Marketing & Publicity Requirements 
AHW encourages funded projects to share the news about awards and AHW-funded work, and is happy to 
collaborate and/or support project partners on these efforts. The following guidelines are intended to serve as a 
guide for your project’s own marketing and publicity. Please contact AHW with any questions or to explore any 
additional opportunities for publicity or collaboration.  

https://ahwendowment.force.com/s/login/?ec=302&startURL=%2Fs%2F
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Award Announcement 
All announcements related to the award of AHW funds are embargoed (i.e. not for dissemination outside of 
project partners) until the date set by AHW. In most cases, AHW will prepare its own press release to publicize 
funding awards and/or announce awards on its own dissemination channels, which may include the AHW 
website, electronic newsletter, and/or additional avenues such as social media. AHW Program Managers will 
communicate an embargo date to partners. 

Press Releases and/or Media Opportunities 
News releases regarding the receipt of your AHW funded award are embargoed until the date set by AHW. 
Subsequent news releases about your project’s activities do not need to adhere to an embargo or be reviewed by 
AHW. Exceptions to this guideline include announcements or press releases related to major events, information 
releases, or other announcements in which you seek AHW’s collaboration on the announcement. Please contact 
your AHW Program Manager with any questions.  
 
If you are contacted by a reporter during the period of your award, AHW encourages you to share the news and 
impact of your work! If reporters have specific questions about AHW or why your project was funded, please 
direct those inquiries to AHW Communications at AHWComms@mcw.edu. 
 
In press releases and/or other media opportunities, acknowledge AHW as a contributing funder with the following 
clause:  
 

“This [project, program, conference, research, report, etc. (choose one)] is funded [in part or wholly 
(choose one)] by the Advancing a Healthier Wisconsin Endowment.”  

 
For a short description of AHW that may be used in any public communications, please use the following 
approved boilerplate:  

The Advancing a Healthier Wisconsin Endowment (AHW) is a statewide health improvement philanthropy 
propelling promising work and ideas in health research, health care education, and community health 
initiatives to improve health and advance health equity in Wisconsin today, and for generations to come. 
Established by the Medical College of Wisconsin to steward a generous gift from Blue Cross & Blue Shield 
United of Wisconsin, AHW has invested more than $275 million in nearly 475 projects since 2004.  
 

Publications and Presentations 
Any publications (including research publications or other outputs) or presentations based on or developed 
through the AHW funded award should acknowledge the Advancing a Healthier Wisconsin Endowment. Materials 
should identify AHW as the project funder with the following clause:   

mailto:AHWComms@mcw.edu
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“This project [is/was (choose one)] funded [in part or wholly (choose one)] by the Advancing a Healthier 
Wisconsin Endowment.”  

Logo Use 
Please contact your AHW Program Manager for use of AHW’s logo on the web or in printed or presentation 
materials.  

Share Your Story With Us 
AHW celebrates the work of funded projects and encourages you to engage with your community as well as local, 
regional, or national media on the issues you are working to address. Please send copies of press releases, 
articles, or other project publicity or materials to your AHW Program Manager so that we can share the news of 
your work and its impact with our partners.  

Communications Collaboration with AHW 
Funded projects may be invited to participate in AHW-related communications, including presentations and 
trainings, and/or media as opportunities arise. Communications may also include stories for AHW’s own 
dissemination channels including the AHW website, electronic newsletters, public reports, webinars, social media, 
and more. AHW will use information obtained from progress reports, site visits, and final reports to inform AHW-
related materials. Information submitted by funded partners may be edited for AHW’s use.  

 

Parent Awards and Sub-Awards 
Guidelines for Parent Awards and Sub-Awards 
Parent awards are funded directly by AHW as an award to an MCW School of Medicine eligible faculty member in 
order to fund separate projects (sub-awards) using a portion of the parent award funding. Examples of sub-
awards include pilot or seed projects and faculty recruitment awards.  

Parent awards are responsible for ensuring that all funded sub-awards are aware of and comply with AHW 
funding guidelines and restrictions. All AHW-funded parent awards and sub-awards must comply with the policies 
and practices reflected in previous sections of this Award Administration Manual, as well as any related MCW 
corporate policies, which can be reviewed at https://infoscope.mcw.edu/Corporate-Policies.htm. In addition, 
parent awards and sub-awards are required to comply with the following guidelines and special considerations. 

All forms and documents needed to grant/manage sub-awards are available in the parent award project library in 
the AHW Grant Management System. 

https://infoscope.mcw.edu/Corporate-Policies.htm
https://ahwendowment.force.com/s/login/?ec=302&startURL=%2Fs%2F
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Parent Award Guidelines for Funding Sub-Awards 
Pre-Award Phase 

• Faculty Eligibility 
All projects require an MCW PI. The PI must be a full-time or full professional effort status faculty 
member with a primary appointment in the MCW School of Medicine. The PI will be responsible for 
compliance with fiduciary and reporting requirements as well as ensuring that all project partners receive 
communications, notifications, and instructions from AHW.  

Co-Investigators and Collaborators may include faculty, staff, students, or other personnel at MCW or at 
institutions outside of MCW. 

Please plan accordingly when preparing your sub-award application materials. 

• Competitive Sub-Award RFA Materials (e.g., Pilot Award, Seed Award, and Mentored Scholar Award 
Programs) 
The materials used to solicit, review, and select pilot, seed, and/or Mentored Scholar sub-award 
recipients should be submitted to AHW for review and approval BEFORE the application materials are 
publicly released/issued. 

Please note the following considerations when developing RFA materials: 

o Sub-award application materials should include AHW faculty eligibility requirements. 
o Sub-award application materials and selection criteria should reflect alignment with approved 

parent award specific aims and objectives. 
o Sub-award applicants should clearly outline their project-specific aims and objectives in their 

proposals. If sub-award(s) are funded, these project-specific aims and objectives will be used by 
both the parent award PI and AHW to review sub-award progress. 

o Sub-award application materials should include a detailed budget (by fiscal year) and budget 
justification form. 

o The RFA should indicate and/or describe a competitive, peer-review process used to select the 
pilot, seed, and/or Mentored Scholar sub-awards. 

o Sub-award applicants (PIs, Co-Investigators, and Community Partners) must complete and submit 
a non-supplanting attestation form as part of the application process. 

A template used to review sub-award application materials is available upon request. Please allow at least 
four weeks prior to the anticipated RFA release date for this review. 

• Faculty Recruitment Sub-Awards 
Faculty recruitment sub-awards, at a minimum, should include an AHW Faculty Recruitment 
Implementation Plan, a detailed budget, budget justification, C.V. or biographical sketch, and AHW non-
supplanting attestation form(s). The specific aims and objectives outlined in the Implementation Plan will 
be used by both the parent award PI and AHW to review sub-award progress.  

Although AHW faculty recruitment project funds are contingent on the individual’s employment at MCW, 
these funds are not a start-up package nor do they operate as such.  
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o The recruit should work with the parent award PI and staff to develop a research project with a 
comprehensive research plan, specific aims, and a detailed budget and budget justification (AHW 
Faculty Recruitment Implementation Plan) that aligns with the needs/gap identified in the parent 
award proposal. 

o The aims and objectives should be specific to the AHW-funded research project. 
o The detailed budget and budget justification should clearly align with the proposed research plan, 

aims, and objectives. 
 

• Programmatic and Non-Supplanting Review 
After sub-award projects are selected for funding, but before funding determinations are communicated, 
the parent award must submit a complete sub-award application packet(s) via email to AHW for 
programmatic and supplanting review. 

All sub-awards must pass the programmatic and supplanting review process in order to be considered for 
funding. Please see the Supplanting section of this manual for additional information. 

• Sub-Award Award Letters 
Award letters issued to sub-award recipients should comply with AHW requirements and identify AHW as 
the funding source. All sub-award letters should include information related to AHW reporting 
requirements, guidelines, and restrictions. Sample sub-award letters can be found in the Library of the 
AHW Grant Management System. 

Award letter templates should be reviewed and approved by AHW prior to distribution of the award 
letter. 

Sub-Award Duration 
The sub-award funding period cannot exceed the end date of the parent award. Please plan accordingly when 
developing application materials and awarding funding. 

Sub-Award Change Requests 
All sub-award change requests must comply with the guidelines outlined in the Award Changes section of this 
manual. In addition, an AHW sub-award change request must be approved by the parent award in the AHW Grant 
Management System prior to submission to AHW. It is expected that the PI of the parent award will review all 
change requests prior to their approval.  

AHW approval of the request should be received BEFORE any changes are implemented. 

Sub-Award No-Cost Extension Requests 
Sub-award no-cost extension requests must comply with the guidelines outlined in the No-Cost Extension section 
of this manual. In addition, an AHW sub-award no-cost extension request must be approved by the parent award 
in the AHW Grant Management System prior to submission to AHW. It is expected that the PI of the parent award 
will review all change requests prior to their approval.  

https://ahwendowment.force.com/s/login/?ec=302&startURL=%2Fs%2F
https://ahwendowment.force.com/s/login/?ec=302&startURL=%2Fs%2F
https://ahwendowment.force.com/s/login/?ec=302&startURL=%2Fs%2F
https://ahwendowment.force.com/s/login/?ec=302&startURL=%2Fs%2F
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Parent award PIs are responsible for monitoring all funded sub-awards and their timelines. Sub-award no-cost 
extensions cannot exceed the end date of the parent award.  

Sub-Award Annual Progress Reporting 
Pilot and Seed Sub-Awards 
Pilot and seed sub-awards funded by AHW do not need to submit individual annual progress reports to AHW; 
pilot and seed sub-awards ONLY complete a final report.  

Please note that sub-award RFAs may contain additional reporting requirements that are specific to the 
RFA/sponsoring department or center.  

Faculty Recruitment and Mentored Scholar Sub-Awards 
Faculty recruitment and Mentored Scholar sub-awards funded by AHW are required to complete an annual 
progress report. The Annual Progress Report Form for Faculty Recruitment and Mentored Scholar sub-awards is 
available in the Library of the AHW Grant Management System. 

Sub-awards should submit completed progress report materials to the parent award for review and approval. 
Parent awards are responsible for submitting the sub-award annual progress report materials with the parent 
award’s annual progress report materials to AHW through the AHW Grant Management System. It is expected 
that the PI of the parent award has reviewed and approved all sub-award annual progress report materials prior 
to submission to AHW.  

If for any reason Faculty Recruitment or Mentored Scholar sub-awards are unable to complete the Annual 
Progress Report, the PI of the parent award should contact AHW to request an extension. Failure to provide an 
annual progress report, as required, may result in the suspension or termination of funding. 

Sub-Award Final Reporting 
All sub-awards, including Mentored Scholar, seed or pilot, and faculty recruitment sub-awards, should complete 
and submit a sub-award final report to the PI of the parent award within two months of the sub-award’s end 
date. The Final Progress Report Form for Sub-Awards is available within the Library of the AHW Grant 
Management System.  

Parent awards are responsible for submitting the sub-award final progress report materials with the parent 
award’s final progress report materials to AHW through the AHW Grant Management System. It is expected that 
the PI of the parent award has reviewed and approved all sub-award final progress report materials prior to 
submission to AHW.  

If for any reason sub-awards are unable to complete the final report within two months of award completion, the 
PI of the parent award should contact AHW to request an extension. Failure to provide a final progress report, as 
required, may result in ineligibility for future AHW funding. 

https://ahwendowment.force.com/s/login/?ec=302&startURL=%2Fs%2F
https://ahwendowment.force.com/s/login/?ec=302&startURL=%2Fs%2F
https://ahwendowment.force.com/s/login/?ec=302&startURL=%2Fs%2F
https://ahwendowment.force.com/s/login/?ec=302&startURL=%2Fs%2F
https://ahwendowment.force.com/s/login/?ec=302&startURL=%2Fs%2F
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Subcontracts 
Subcontracts are an allocation of financial support from MCW to a qualified organization, institution, or individual 
that will lead, assist, or provide an intellectual contribution to the award by carrying out a portion of the 
award/project scope of work. 

Initiating a Subcontract 
The MCW Grants and Contracts Office (GCO) is responsible for issuing PI-requested subcontracts to collaborating 
institutions, organizations, or individuals after an award is funded by AHW, as specified in the approved proposal 
budget and budget justification or in an approved AHW Change Request. Subcontract requests are initiated by the 
MCW PI or department staff and are sent to the GCO staff member who supports the department for processing 
and execution.  

For additional details, see the GCO website at https://www.mcw.edu/departments/grants-and-contracts-office.  

 

 

https://www.mcw.edu/departments/grants-and-contracts-office
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